
 LASD Administrative Discipline – 2nd  Quarter 2007 *

                 Employee Category Total    Subgroups

Total employees receiving discipline from founded administrative cases 149

Total employees who are sworn peace officers receiving discipline 122 Deputies                          110

Sergeants                          10

Lieutenants                        2

            Type of Discipline

Total employees discharged **  4 Deputies                           1

Non Sworn Staff                3

Total employees receiving longer suspensions [16 to 30 days] or

demotions

 0 Sworn Staff                       0

Non Sworn Staff                0

Total employees disciplined for false statements  2 Deputies                           2

* Note – Statistics cited in the above table are derived from the LASD Quarterly Disciplinary Report for April 1, 2007 through June 30, 2007 and

reflect all administrative discipline cases in which LASD executives have approved discipline during that quarter.  The OIR Report of Oversight

of Administrative Discipline Cases (attached) is a tracking chart showing case progress.  It includes cases where discipline has not yet been

imposed, cases where there has been a finding that no discipline is appropriate, and cases where past discipline is being appealed.  As a result,

the actual imposition of discipline noted on the OIR chart will, in some cases,  have been imposed in an earlier quarter.  OIR feels it important

to retain those cases on the chart however, so that the public can be informed about their eventual outcome.  New information regarding

existing cases and cases initiated during this quarter are indicated by bold typeface.  The “Subsequent History” column in the tracking chart

reports whether OIR concurred with any modification of discipline.  Unless expressly noted, OIR did not necessarily concur with a modification

of discipline undertaken during the grievance process.  OIR strives to provide the greatest degree of transparency possible to the administrative

discipline process yet respecting the right to privacy of LASD employees as expressed by law. 

** “Discharge” as referenced in this chart and the OIR Report of Oversight of Administrative Discipline Cases means cases in which LASD has

informed the employee that it intends to discharge him or her.  Subsequent due process appeals and grievance proceedings initiated by the

employee after notification can result in reinstatement.  OIR continues to track the status of the cases it reviews, and will provide any relevant

updates in future charts if and when a change in discipline occurs.
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  Office of Independent Review 
       Report of Oversight of Administrative Discipline Cases: 

April through June 2007

Start Date
OIR#

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History

Related Civil / Criminal

021809

08/21/07

R

Soliciting prostitution by subject

deputy.

Investigation pending.

021807

08/22/07

R

Deputies used excessive force

on an inmate, including kicks to

the back.

Administrative investigation pending. Criminal monitor is

complete - D.A. reject in

July 07.

021781

06/05/07

I

Subject allegedly demanded a

discount on food from a

restaurant.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded. 3 day suspension. Letter of Intent.



Start Date
OIR#

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History

Related Civil / Criminal
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021756

06/25/07

Ju

Two deputies responded to a

family disturbance call.  The

intoxicated suspect threw a beer

bottle at Deputy 1.  The bottle

shattered and shards of glass

embedded in the deputy’s eyes. 

The suspect then began to reach

for a knife, but Deputy 2

grabbed the knife before he

reached it.  The suspect then

lunged at Deputy 2 and began

punching her, trying to gain

control of the knife.  Deputy 1

sprayed the suspect with OC and

the deputies managed to knock

the suspect backwards.  He

began reaching for an object

under some covers on a bed and

continued to kick and punch at

the deputies.  Deputy 1 then

struck the suspect several times

about his body and his head with

his flashlight and the deputies

managed to handcuff him.  A

third responding deputy hobbled

the suspect.

Investigation is pending.

021754

06/22/07

B

Subject Physician

inappropriately touched an

inmate patient.

Investigation is pending. D.A. declined to file

charges.

021751

06/22/07

R

Allegation of physical abuse of

child by deputy recruit.

Administrative case inactivated after

criminal case closed.  OIR concurs.

Criminal investigation

concluded there was no

crime and did not submit

case to D.A.’s office.



Start Date
OIR#

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History

Related Civil / Criminal
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021749

06/22/07

Ju

Deputy is alleged to have

intentionally damaged a

Department-owned firearm and

to have sold property from the

Department’s armory without

authorization.

Investigation is pending.

021743

06/20/07

M

Use of force incident. Pending investigation.

021742

06/18/07

I

Trainee allegedly received notes

containing derogatory language.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Pending

Findings: Pending

Discipline: Pending

021741

06/12/07

S

Deputies on patrol happened to

witness a murder in progress. 

One deputy fired a shot during

efforts to apprehend the armed

and fleeing suspect.  The

suspect, who was not hit,

surrendered immediately.

Investigation is pending.

021740

06/12/07

S

Deputies left inmate in a holding

cell at court, where he was

discovered after regular hours

by a sergeant. 

Investigation is pending.



Start Date
OIR#

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History

Related Civil / Criminal
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021738

06/12/07

B

Subject, a civilian employee,

assaulted his fiancee.

Investigation is pending.

021735

06/12/07

I

Conduct Toward Others;

Manner of Giving Orders and

Instructions;

Welfare of Subordinates;

Relationship with Subordinates

Investigation pending.

021731

06/12/07

R

During a training exercise,

explosive detonation chord was

stolen by a member of the

public.

Investigation pending.

021729

06/12/07

S

Subject’s relationship with a

person allegedly connected to

gang activity has come into

question.

Investigation is pending.

021728

06/05/07

Ju

Inmate allegedly strangled in his

cell by his cell mate and died

twelve days later.

Investigation is pending.



Start Date
OIR#

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History

Related Civil / Criminal
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021727

06/02/07

Ju

Deputies arrested a male who

was trying to place a gun into

his waistband as he ran towards

them.  As additional responding

deputies arrived, the party goers

began to advance towards them

and began to throw bottles at

the deputies.  The individual

who initially incited the crowd

was arrested without incident,

but the crowd began to advance

once more.  Deputies fired

pepperballs and stunbags in

front of the crowd before the

crowd permanently retreated.

Pending Executive Force Review.

021725

05/25/07

R

Inmate was exiting his module,

with a pass to parole hearings,

and asked deputy (B) where to

go.  Deputy decided to search

inmate, who began, turned

toward deputies and raised his

hands in a threatening manner. 

A struggle ensued, inmate was

punched several times and

ceased fighting when sprayed

with OC in the face.  Inmate

received a fractured right

orbital.

Pending Executive Force Review.

021722

05/23/07

R

During a search, inmate swung

his elbow toward deputy A’s

face.  Deputy A took inmate to

the floor, punched him several

times and sprayed him with OC

spray as the inmate continued to

resist.    Deputy B kneed inmate

several times, and was

handcuffed.  Inmates right

orbital was fractured.

Pending Executive Force Review.
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OIR#

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History

Related Civil / Criminal
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021721

05/23/07

Ju

Following a traffic stop, as the

suspect exited the vehicle he

pushed into one of the two

involved deputies, who noticed

the suspect had a gun in his

waist band.  The suspect

struggled with the deputies as

they tried to detain him.  

Deputies struck the suspect with

their flashlights, at which time

he stopped resisting and was

handcuffed.  Suspect received

1½” laceration to the back of his

head. 

Pending Executive Force Review.

021720

05/30/07

R

Inmate in hallway would not

cooperate with Deputy B’s

orders and advanced on him. 

Deputy B used OC spray then

took inmate to the floor.  Inmate

struggled and deputy used

punches and knees to the face.

Responding deputies assisted in

bringing the inmate under

control.  Inmate sustained a

broken jaw& fractured orbital.

Pending Executive Force Review.

021719

05/30/07

I

Custody assistant allegedly

provided personal phone number

to inmate.

Investigation: Thorough after

additional investigation requested by

OIR.

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Fraternization, General

Behavior, Failure to Make

Statements/False Statements. 

Discharge. Resigned.



Start Date
OIR#

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History

Related Civil / Criminal
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021718

05/15/07

R

Deputies entered a fenced-in

front yard to execute a search

warrant at a residence.  The

suspect had exited the residence

and was complying with orders,

when his pit bull ran out the

open front door towards the

deputies.  When three shots

from a beanbag shotgun failed

to stop the dog, one deputy fired

several rounds from his duty

weapon, killing the dog.  A

ricochet struck the suspect,

causing a minor hand injury.

Pending Executive Force Review.

021717

05/12/07

M

During a traffic stop, the suspect

fired at the deputy as he began

to exit his patrol car.  The

deputy returned fire striking the

suspect, who was transported to

the hospital and pronounced

dead.  

Pending investigation.

021716

05/11/07

M

While off duty, deputy shot one

suspect as he and a second

suspect were attempting to rob

and carjack him. 

Pending investigation.

021715

05/11/07

I

Sergeant allegedly

inappropriately supervised

subordinates.

Investigation pending.



Start Date
OIR#

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History

Related Civil / Criminal
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021714

05/11/07

R

Failure to supervise reporting

and documentation of force

incident.

Investigation pending.

021713

05/11/07

B

Subject employee was arrested

by an outside law enforcement

agency for driving under the

influence.

Investigation is pending.

021712

05/11/07

S

Citizen complainant alleged that

deputies had stopped him for

drunk driving, found drugs in his

car, and then coerced him into

finding them a weapon on the

streets after threatening to

arrest him for the other

offenses.  

Investigation is complete; final

resolution is pending.

021709

05/11/07

R

Deputies used force to subdue

an unticketed transit passenger

who had fought with security

assistants.  Group of assisting

deputies may have observed

force without reporting it.

Pending investigation.

021708

05/11/07

B

Subject deputy was arrested by

an outside law enforcement

agency for driving under the

influence.

Pending investigation.



Start Date
OIR#

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History

Related Civil / Criminal
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021705

05/11/07

R

Subject civilian employee given

a “for cause” urine test based on

intoxicated behavior and

appearance.  Test positive for

alcohol and cocaine.

Investigation: Sufficient

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurs

Discipline: OIR concurs

Founded for General Behavior, Use of

Drugs, Use of Alcohol, and

Performance to Standards.

Discharge under

combined cases.

021704

05/11/07

R

Arrested by another agency- for

driving under the influence.

Pending investigation. No criminal charges

filed.



Start Date
OIR#

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History

Related Civil / Criminal
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021702

05/08/07

Ju

Deputy 1 and a custody assistant

were processing inmates when

they noticed a particular inmate

behaving oddly.  The CA ordered

the inmate to sit on a bench and

secure himself to the handcuffs

affixed to the bench.  He

complied, but later slipped the

handcuffs.  When the CA

approached to handcuff the

inmate, he became resistive. 

Deputy 1 came to assist, but

even though the deputy and the

CA were restraining his arms,

the inmate continued to resist,

kicking at and head-butting

them.  Deputy 2 came to assist. 

He reportedly attempted to

strike the inmate in the back

with his flashlight, but the

inmate reared back and Deputy

2 struck him on his head.  The

inmate then became compliant

and allowed himself to be

handcuffed.  The inmate had a

3/4 inch laceration on the back

of his head.  Though he

complained he had been beaten

with a flashlight on his body and

head the inmate had no other

injuries.

Pending Executive Force Review.



Start Date
OIR#

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History

Related Civil / Criminal
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021701

05/04/07

Ju

Two deputies responded to a call

for service regarding an

abandoned vehicle.  Deputies

encountered the suspect seated

in the passenger seat of his

motor home/camper.  Deputies

tried to convince the suspect to

move his vehicle because it had

been red-tagged and was not

legally parked on the street.  The

suspect was uncooperative, and

Deputy 1 opened the door to

confront him.  He then realized

the suspect was holding a knife

that had been fashioned out of a

three-inch blade attached to the

end of a toothbrush.  The

suspect turned toward Deputy 1

and raised the blade in a

stabbing motion.  Deputy 1

punched the suspect once in the

face then grabbed him by his

wrists and pulled him from the

vehicle.  The suspect began

bleeding from the mouth and

nose.  Deputies summoned

paramedics, who transported

him to the hospital where he

later died.  The cause of death is

still undetermined.  Neighbors

reported that paramedics had

responded to the suspect’s

location to treat him for

unknown injuries several days

prior to this incident. 

Homicide investigation is pending.

021700

04/29/07

B

Died of apparent natural causes. Pending further review.



Start Date
OIR#

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History

Related Civil / Criminal
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021699

04/30/07

B

Subject sergeant forced ex-wife

to engage in oral copulation.

Pending further review.

021698

04/28/07

S

Deputy shot suspect after the

suspect pointed a replica firearm

at him.

Investigation pending.

021697

04/26/07

R

Deputy shot and hit suspect

during a foot pursuit, when

suspect stopped, reached into

his waistband and turned

toward the deputy with what

looked like a dark metal

handgun.

Pending Executive Force Review.

021696

04/25/07

S

During a foot pursuit, deputy

fired, hitting suspect in the leg,

when the suspect stopped to

pick up a gun he had dropped

and pointed it at the deputy.

Homicide investigation is pending.

021695

02/01/07

B

Subject deputy struck a

potential suspect on the head

with a flashlight.

The case was presented to the

Executive Force Review Committee on

05/24/07, and the Committee

concluded that the use of force was

within policy.  OIR concurred with the

Committee’s conclusion.



Start Date
OIR#

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History

Related Civil / Criminal
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021694

04/22/07

I

While attempting to detain a

suspect, who was swinging a

knife at his mother who had

fallen, deputies fired their

weapons in fear for her safety. 

The suspect, who had  sustained

a gunshot wound to his left arm,

retreated back into the 

residence and later surrendered. 

Pending investigation and presentation

to D.A.

021693

04/16/07

R

Mentally disturbed suspect went

unconscious after being OC

sprayed and restrained during

his arrest.  He was transported

to the hospital, were he was

pronounced dead.

Executive Force Review pending.

021692

04/14/07

R

Inmates turned on the deputies

who were searching them, and

began to head butt, kick, spit at,

and bite the deputies.  

Executive Force Review pending.

021691

04/14/07

R

Non-hit shooting.  During a foot

pursuit, deputy (1) fired at

suspect when he stopped

running, turned and  pointed his

handgun at him.  Suspect threw

his handgun over a fence and

surrendered.

Pending Executive Force Review.

021690

04/09/07

B

Inmate Death - Cardiac arrest

with a secondary cause of

cardiomyopathy.

Pending further review.



Start Date
OIR#

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History

Related Civil / Criminal
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021687

06/13/06

I

Custody Assistant allegedly fell

asleep on duty.  Detainee

escaped.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: LASD concurrence

Founded. 5 day suspension. Pursuant to

settlement

agreement, 1 day

held in abeyance.

021686

04/09/07

B

Subject nurse failed to provide

adequate care to an inmate

patient, and the inmate patient

died in custody.

Pending further review.

021685

04/09/07

B

Subject medical personnel

treated an inmate patient, and

the inmate patient died in

custody.

Pending further review.

021683

04/09/07

R

Performance to Standards.  

Citizen complaint about the

quality of a missing person

investigation into the

disappearance of his daughter

who was later discovered dead

from gunshot wounds.

Investigation pending.

021679

04/09/07

B

Subject, a non-sworn employee,

made false statements to a

supervisor.

Investigation is pending.



Start Date
OIR#

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History

Related Civil / Criminal
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021678

04/09/07

R

Deputies detained female

suspect during a traffic stop

then issued her a citation.  She

later complained of an injury to

her arm to a supervisor over the

telephone, then came to the

station to file a complaint with

the supervisor.  The supervisor

failed to act on the complaint.

Investigation is pending.

021677

04/09/07

B

Subject Deputy arrested by

another agency for Battery;

Displaying a Firearm in a Rude

or Threatening Manner.

STET MONITOR

Investigation is pending.

021674

04/09/07

Ju

Deputies organized a juice

drinking contest which

challenged several inmates to

drink as many fruit juice cartons

as possible within an allotted

time frame.

Investigation is complete.  Disciplinary

decision is pending.

021672

04/09/07

R

Suspect driver refused to follow

orders after a traffic stop. 

Deputy used OC spray and baton

blows to suspect’s legs.

Investigation pending. Civil claim filed.

021671

04/06/07

S

During struggle, deputy struck

suspect with flashlight.

Case is scheduled for presentation to

the Executive Force Review Committee

in August of ‘07.



Start Date
OIR#

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History

Related Civil / Criminal
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021670

04/07/07

B

Subject Deputy attempted to

stop a stolen vehicle, which had

been taken in an earlier

carjacking, and when the driver

failed to stop, initiated a vehicle

pursuit.  During the pursuit, an

occupant threw a silver-colored

handgun from the stolen vehicle. 

When the stolen vehicle came to

a stop at the end of the pursuit,

the suspect, the driver, jumped

out of the stolen vehicle and fled

on foot.  After scaling a fence,

the suspect pulled out a black

handgun and pointed it at

Subject Deputy.  Subject Deputy

fired a single round which

missed the armed suspect.  The

suspect threw his weapon to the

ground and continued to flee on

foot.  Department personnel

arrested the suspect the

following day.

Pending completion of the

Department’s review.

021669

04/02/07

I

Deputy struck suspect on the

elbow, fracturing it, as he

ignored commands to comply

while reaching for a crow bar.

Pending investigation and presentation

to Executive Force Review Committee.
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OIR#
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OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History
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021668

04/06/06

B

While in custody, inmate, who

suffered from a number of heart

ailments, fell to the floor and hit

his head.  The inmate was

transferred to a facility clinic

where he was treated for the

head laceration and where he

complained of chest pain.  The

inmate was then transferred to a

local hospital where medical

personnel learned that he had a

high white blood cell count. 

During treatment at the local

hospital, the inmate suffered a

cardiac arrest and died.

Pending completion of the Department

review.

021667

04/02/07

B

Inmate patient died in custody. Pending the completion of the

Department’s review.

021666

04/04/07

Ju

Subject deputy was cited by an

outside law enforcement agency

for misdemeanor domestic

violence.

Investigation: Adequate 

Findings: OIR concurred

Unfounded.  D.A. declined

prosecution and alleged victim

refused to cooperate in

administrative investigation.

District Attorney

declined to prosecute.

021665

04/04/07

Ju

An inmate attempted to escape

his cell when Deputy 1 opened

the cell door.  As Deputy 1 tried

to prevent the inmate from

exiting his cell, Deputies 2 and 3

responded to assist.  As all three

deputies struggled to handcuff

the inmate, they struck him

numerous times in his face,

hands, and body in attempts to

gain control.  They ultimately

were able to handcuff the

inmate, who suffered facial

fractures in the incident.

Executive Force Review Committee met

on 4/26/07 and determined force was

within policy.  No additional action was

ordered.  OIR concurred.
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OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
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021664

04/02/07

M

Deputies respond to call of

suspect threatening people with

a gun.  When suspect located, he

points replica handgun at

deputy, who fires at suspect,

killing him.

Investigation pending.

021663

03/25/07

S

Suspects abandoned their car on a

dead-end street after a vehicle

pursuit.  While attempting to flee on

foot, one of them stopped at the top

of a block wall and pointed a gun at

the deputy, who fired in response. 

The suspect got away that night, but

was taken into custody several weeks

later.

Investigation is complete.  Presentation

to the Executive Force Review

Committee is pending.

021661

03/12/07

M

When deputies responded to a call of

disturbing the peace, the suspect

refused to comply with deputies’

commands and assumed a combative

stance.  A struggle ensued in which

the suspect was eventually brought

under control and handcuffed. 

Suspect was injured during the

struggle. 

  

Investigation pending.

021660

03/12/07

I

Hit shooting.  Deputies fired at

suspect as he drove his car towards

them.

Pending Investigation and presentation to

D.A.

021659

03/13/07

S

An inmate escaped while working on

facility grounds as part of a

landscape crew.  Investigation will

assess officer accountability and

systemic issues.

Unit level investigation is pending.
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OIR#
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History
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021656

03/07/07

Ju

Sergeant is alleged to have

discouraged deputies from accurately

reporting force.

Investigation is pending.

021654

03/07/07

M

Obedience to Laws, Regulations and

Orders

Performance to Standards

Investigation pending.

021653

03/07/07

I

Subject and subject’s spouse were

both arrested by another agency for

domestic battery.

(See OIR #021652)

Investigation pending. D.A. declined to file

criminal charges.

021652

03/07/07

S  

Two deputies, in the process of

divorcing, clashed at their

former home as one sought to

retrieve his possessions.  Police

responded after being

summoned due to cross-

allegations of physical contact.

(See OIR #021653)

Administrative investigation is pending. District Attorney

rejected the case for

lack of evidence in April

of ‘07.
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021650

03/05/07

B

Two deputies responded to a call of

possible narcotics activity in a van. 

After locating the van, the deputies

approached it.  Subject Deputy #1

saw the driver or passenger point a

handgun in his direction and fired

two rounds at the suspected

gunman.  The driver of the van then

accelerated away from the deputies. 

After a brief vehicle pursuit, the

driver pulled the van to the curb,

jumped out of the van and fled on

foot.  While fleeing on foot, the

armed suspect, the driver turned and

pointed a handgun at Subject Deputy

#2, and Subject Deputy #2 fired a

single round at the gunman.  After a

canine search, Department personnel

located the gunman hiding under a

parked car.  Department personnel

recovered no weapon and detained

the two passengers in the van.

Case was presented to the Executive

Force Review Committee on 06/28/07,

and the Committee concluded that the

force used was within Department

policy and ordered that the unit

commander debrief the subject

deputies regarding the incident and the

tactics used by them.  OIR concurred

with the Committee’s policy conclusion

and order requiring the subject

deputies receive the debriefing.

021648

02/15/07

R

Deputy failed to correct high escape

risk inmate’s identifying wrist band

before returning him to jai from

court; supervisor failed to report the

matter.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurred

Discipline: OIR concurred

Deputy: Founded for Performance to

Standards.

Supervisor: Founded for Obedience to

Rules & Orders.

2 day suspension for

each pursuant to

settlement

agreement.

021647

02/24/07

R

While driving to the location of a

suspect’s vehicle, following a 

shooting incident, a supervisor

spotted the suspect running and got

out of his car in order to intercept

him.  The suspect tossed a gun and

ran into the supervisor, and pushed

him down.  The supervisor threw his

flashlight at the retreating suspect,

which struck him in the back of the

head, causing him to drop to the

sidewalk.  The suspect was

handcuffed without further incident.

Executive Force Review panel

determined use of force was within

policy, but directed that the supervisor

be sent to continuing Professional

Training.  OIR concurred.
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021646

02/16/05

R

Unauthorized absence and making

false statements.  Deputy called in

sick then attended a sports event

then made false statements about his

whereabouts.

OIR consulted post investigation re possible

settlement.  Civil Service hearing pending. 

OIR concurred with decision not to settle.

Founded for false statements and

unauthorized absence.

10 days suspension. Appeal withdrawn.

021644

02/17/07

R

During foot pursuit deputy hit

suspect’s back with his hand, causing

suspect to lose his balance and fall

on his face.

Executive Force Review panel found

use of force to be within policy, but

directed unit commander to send

deputies to Tactics & Survival training. 

OIR concurred.

021641

02/15/07

R

Detained by another agency for

excessive speed, failure to yield, and

evading.

Investigation pending.

021636

02/15/07

Ju

Use of Drugs or Narcotics. Investigation is pending.

021634

02/15/07

R

Obedience to Laws, Regulations, and

Orders (insubordination).

Pending investigation.
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021628

01/31/07

S

During the pursuit of a stolen vehicle,

the suspects fled after colliding with 

a telephone pole.  As suspect (2)

exited the passenger side he turned

and pointed a handgun in the

deputies direction. Deputy (1) saw

the weapon and fired, missing the

suspect, who then fled the scene. 

Suspect (1) was taken into custody

following the containment of the

area.  Suspect (2) turned himself in

days later.

Case was presented to the Executive

Force Review Committee in June of ‘07. 

Committee found that the force was

justified and in policy.  OIR concurred. 

No further action required.

021627

01/26/07

I

Subject LET allegedly accessed adult

material on county computer system.

Investigation: Thorough

Findings/Discipline by EOP panel.

Founded for POE violations, Use of

Communications Equipment,

Performance to Duty.

30 day suspension.

021626

01/25/07

B

An inmate patient died in custody. 

Subject Nurse and Subject Physician

were among Department personnel

who treated the inmate patient. 

Subject Nurse failed to follow a

physician’s instruction to order an

immediate laboratory test, and based

on earlier laboratory test results,

Subject Physician failed to conduct

follow-up laboratory tests.

Pending additional discussions with

Department personnel.
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021625

01/20/07

B

While driving southbound on patrol,

deputies heard gunshots and

observed a suspect firing in a

westerly direction.  During the

ensuing foot pursuit the suspect

stopped and turned towards them,

fearing he was about to fire his

weapon, Subject Deputy (1) fired at

the suspect who then surrendered. 

Subject Deputy (2) heard additional

shots being fired and observed a

second suspect shooting in a

westerly direction, then hide behind a

palm tree and point the pistol at him. 

When the suspect ignored orders to

surrender, Subject Deputy (2) fired

his weapon striking the suspect. 

Pending the completion of the Department’s

review of this matter.

021624

01/20/07

B

Deputies responded to a call of a

fight in front of a residence.  While

questing youths inside the residence,

several attempted to leave through

the back door, rushing at the deputy,

who then used pepper spray to bring

the situation under control.  

Case was presented to the Executive

Force Review Committee on 05/24/07,

and the Committee concluded that the

force used was within Department

policy.  OIR concurred with the

Committee’s policy conclusion.

021623

01/18/07

B

Subject Deputy responded to a gang

disturbance call, and during a foot

pursuit of the suspect, the suspect

turned  towards Subject Deputy and

drew a handgun from his waistband. 

Subject Deputy fired several rounds

at the suspect and wounded suspect.

Pending the completion of the Department’s

review of this matter.

021622

01/10/07

M

Ignoring commands to stop, the

suspect kept walking away from

deputies, then suddenly reached into

his waistband and quickly turned

towards them.  Deputy (1) fired one

round wounding the suspect.

Investigation pending.
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021621

06/27/05

M

Security Officer Involved Hit

Shooting.  Suspect threw large

objects at security officer.  As

suspect was to throw another large

object, security officer fired at

suspect.

Executive Shooting Committee determined

no violation of policies.  OIR concurred.  OIR

and Committee recommended that Training

Division examine feasibility of CPT training

for Security Officers.

Training Division developed CPT

training for Security Officers,

dependant on locating funding stream. 

021620

01/08/07

B

An inmate patient died in custody. 

Subject Nurse and Subject Physician

were among Department personnel

who treated the inmate patient. 

After inmate patient collapsed,

Subject Nurse failed to request

paramedics in a timely manner, and

Subject Physician failed to diagnose

and treat inmate patient for certain

medical conditions.

Pending the completion of the Department’s

review of this matter.

021619

01/08/07

B

False Information in Records

Obedience to Laws, Regulations, and

Orders

Performance of Duty

Case was inactivated and closed on

04/30/07.  OIR concurred with the

decision to inactivate the investigation.

021618

01/08/07

S

Deputy inappropriately used work

time to make himself available for a

trial that involved an off-duty

incident, and allegedly

misrepresented his obligations in

speaking with supervisors about it.

Investigation is complete.  Final

resolution is pending.
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021617

01/08/07

S

An inmate laundry worker escaped

after walking past a deputy who was

unsure of his own responsibilities. 

The inmate was later re-captured.

Investigation is complete; resolution is

pending.

021616

01/08/07

S

Obedience to Laws, Regulations, and

Orders

Performance to Standards

Inmate death -multiple units involved

Investigation is pending.

021614

01/08/07

S

Deputy allegedly entered a holding

cell and assaulted a juvenile inmate

who had been recalcitrant on the day

of a court appearance.

Investigation: Excellent

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: LASD concurrence

Discipline: LASD concurrence

Founded for performance to

standards and general behavior. 

Unresolved for unnecessary/

unreported force.

10 days suspension.

021613

01/08/07

S

Civilian employee developed a

relationship with an inmate who was

housed in her station’s jail.

Investigation is complete; resolution is

pending.

021612

01/08/07

B

While off-duty, Subject Deputy

became involved in an argument

with his former wife, and as the

former wife walked away from

Subject Deputy, he kicked her.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: N/A

Unresolved as to: (1) Obedience to

Laws, Regulations and Orders; and

(2) Family Violence.

D.A. declined to file

charges on 12/26/06.
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021611

01/08/07

R

Subject non-sworn employee

responded to a question in the work

place with angry and derogatory

language.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurred

Discipline: OIR concurred

Founded for Conduct Toward

Others/Derogatory Language.

Written reprimand.

021609

01/08/07

R 

On separate occasions, subject

deputy lied to supervisors about use

of force during an arrest, efforts to

handle a call for service, and the

whereabouts of his training officer,

and also entered false information in

Department records.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: Pending

Subject resigned prior to findings being

made in this case.

021607

01/08/07

B

 

While on duty, Subject Deputy yelled

at his supervisors and engaged in

inappropriate behavior toward them,

left work without proper

authorization and failed to arrive

timely at a meeting with his

supervisor as ordered.

Pending the completion of the Department’s

review of this matter.

021606

01/08/07

B

During a traffic stop and

investigation, Subject Deputy failed

to safeguard adequately the suspect

car and its passengers and damaged

the suspect car.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: N/A

Unfounded as to: (1) Safeguarding

Money, Property and Evidence; (2) 

Performance to Standards; (3) Duties

of All Members; and (4) Safety of

Passengers/ Companions of Arrested

Persons.

021605

01/04/07

M

During a parole search, deputies and

a Sergeant contacted two persons  in

an unattached garage, detaining one

without incident.  When the second

person was ordered to remove his

hands from under a blanket, he was

observed grabbing a silver and

metallic object.  Fearing for their

safety, the Sergeant fired once

missing the suspect, who then

surrendered without further incident.  

Executive Force Review Committee

determined shooting in policy.  OIR

concurred.
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021604

01/03/07

M

During a foot pursuit, suspect pulled

a gun from his waistband and turned

to face deputy trainee.  Fearing for

his safety, the deputy fired two

rounds missing the suspect, who

then surrendered without further

incident.  During the foot pursuit,

training officer partner failed to

initiate a radio broadcast of the

foot pursuit.

Executive Force Review Committee

determined shooting in policy.  OIR

concurred.  Committee found that

training officer violated Performance to

Standards and foot pursuit policy for

his failure to initiate a radio broadcast

during the foot pursuit.  OIR concurred.

 

Founded: Performance to Standards. 1 day suspension.

021603

12/22/06

S

Complaining of chest pains, the

inmate was being walked to the clinic

when he became combative. 

Responding deputies struck the

inmate to bring him under control; he

ended up with broken facial bones.

Case was presented to the Executive

Force Review Committee in May of ‘07. 

Committee found the force to be

justified and in policy.  OIR concurred. 

No further action required.

021602

12/20/06

S

During a foot pursuit suspect threw a

gun to the ground.  Eventually he

tripped and as he stood up deputy

(1) could not see the suspect’s right

hand but noticed a bulge in his

pocket.  A struggle ensued  in which

deputies struck suspect with a

flashlight before he was brought

under control and handcuffed.

Case was presented to the Executive

Force Review Committee in April of ‘07. 

Committee determined that the force

was reasonable and in policy.  OIR

concurred.  No further action required.

021601

09/01/06

M

During a foot pursuit suspect

stopped, reached into his right front

pant pocket, crouched and quickly

spun toward the deputy.  Fearing the

suspect had a gun, the deputy fired

at the suspect missing him.  The

suspect threw up his arms and ran

out of sight into brush by the

freeway.

Executive Force Review Committee

determined no violations of policy.  OIR

concurred.  Committee ordered involved

deputies to tactical training.  OIR concurred. 

Committee confirmed tactical training

given to deputies.
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021600

12/18/06

R

An off-duty deputy and his girlfriend

were approached by a suspect, who

had exited a vehicle with a gun in his

hand.  Deputy fired his weapon after

he had identified himself as a Deputy

Sheriff, and the suspect continued to

advance raising his gun and pointing

it at him.   The suspect opened fire

then re-entered the vehicle, which

drove away.  An injured suspect was

later detained.

Pending Executive Force Review.

021597

12/09/06

B

At the conclusion of a traffic stop on

the suspect for reckless driving,

subject deputies encountered a

resistive suspect.  During a brief

fight, Subject Deputy (1) punched

the suspect one time in the face, and

when the suspect ran free, he ran

through an apartment complex and

then back toward his car.  With

subject deputies in pursuit of the

suspect, the suspect’s father grabbed

him, and the suspect then produced

a revolver.  When subject deputies

drew their weapons and ordered the

suspect to drop his weapon, the

suspect placed his revolver under his

chin and fired a fatal shot to his

head.

Case was presented to the Executive

Force Review Committee on 05/24/07,

and the Committee concluded that the

force used was within Department

policy.  OIR concurred with the

Committee’s policy conclusion.

021594

12/07/06

B

Subject Lieutenant made statements

to two other Department employees

and used derogatory terms.  During

an internal investigation, Subject

Lieutenant denied making any such

statements and using the derogatory

terms.  A witness contradicted

Subject Lieutenant’s denials.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to: (1)           Relations

with Subordinates; (2) Conduct

Toward Others; and (3) Derogatory

Language; and Unfounded as to:

Failure to Make Statements.

3 day suspension. Letter of intent

issued on 5/17/07.
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021593

12/07/06

M

Performance to Standards

Use of Force Reporting and Review

Procedures

Investigation pending.

021592

12/07/06

Ju

 

Use of Force; Use of Force

Reporting; Safeguarding Persons in

Custody; Performance to Standards

Investigation is pending.

021590

12/07/06

I

Driving under the influence. Investigation pending. Pled to reckless driving.

021589

12/07/06

R

Complaint that excessive force was

used against arrestee and pregnant

witness and not reported.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurred

Discipline: N/A

Unfounded for Excessive Force,

Derogatory Language and Failure to

Report.

021588

12/07/06

I

Subject Security Officer was arrested

for driving under the influence.

Investigation pending. Pled no contest to

driving under the

influence.
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021585

12/07/06

S

Deputies allegedly misrepresented

their time in court when submitting

overtime slips, and allegedly ignored

their supervisor’s request for related

information.

Investigation is complete; final resolution is

pending.

021584

12/07/06

B

While working off-duty and without

prior authorization from the

Department, Subject Deputy

confronted a citizen who had a false

identification, engaged in shoving

incident with the citizen, pulled his

service weapon and placed it behind

his leg.  The citizen observed Subject

Deputy’s service weapon.  

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to: (1) General Behavior;

(2) Performance to Standards; and

(3) Off-Duty Incidents; and

Unfounded as to: (1) Obedience to

Laws, Regulations and Orders; and

(2) Approval of Outside Employment.

5 day suspension. Letter of intent

issued on 6/25/07.

021581

12/07/06

B

While off-duty, Subject Deputy

engaged in spousal battery and

vandalism.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: N/A

Case inactivated on 01/08/07.

021578

12/01/06

R

Subject was out of his assigned area,

visiting a  female friend - who was

seated in his patrol car as the Watch

Commander approached.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurred

Discipline: OIR concurred

Founded for Obedience to orders and

regulations, performance of duty,

performance to standards, and false

information in records.

10 Days suspension. Following grievance

discipline reduced to

5 days.

021576

11/26/06

I (S)

Subject allegedly engaged in unlawful

sexual intercourse and lewd acts with

a minor.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence in part

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for General Behavior and Immoral

Conduct.

6 day suspension. Grievance granted. 

Unfounded.

D.A. declined to file

charges.
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021575

11/13/06

S

Civilian employee’s car was used

during a crime, and her behavior on

the day of the incident raised

questions about her knowledge

of/involvement in possible

wrongdoing. 

Investigation is compete.  Final

resolution is pending.

021573

11/13/06

B

Investigator used suggestive ID

methods and inaccurately

characterized witness statements.

Pending investigation.

021566

11/10/06

B

Subject Deputies responded to an

armed bank robbery call, and when

they entered the bank, Subject

Deputies saw the suspect, who wore

dark clothing, holding a knife.  When

the suspect failed to comply with

Subject Deputies’ commands to drop

the knife and lay down on the floor,

Subject Deputy (1) tased the

suspect, and the suspect immediately

dropped to the floor.  When Subject

Deputies turned the suspect over,

the suspect was dead.  The suspect

had sustained wounds to his eyes

during a fight with the bank’s security

guard and self-inflicted stab wounds

to the heart.  At the scene,

Department personnel recovered the

knife and one firearm. 

Pending completion of the investigation or

review.

021565

12/07/06

Ju

Inmate allegedly murdered by his cell

mate.  Deputies notified by trustee

he heard thumping noise from a cell

and when they responded they saw

inmate on ground and his cell mate

attempting to black their view. 

Inmate died from traumatic injuries.

Investigation: Thorough

OIR concurred in result.

No Sheriff’s Department employees

were identified as subjects and,

accordingly, the Department brought

no disciplinary charges.
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021564

11/08/06

B

Subject medical personnel failed to

compete x-ray orders in a timely

manner and to post laboratory results

on the appropriate list, which led to a

delayed notification to inmate patient

of the results.  Inmate patient died in

custody.

Pending the completion of the Department’s

review of this matter.

021560

11/06/06

R

Deputies shot barricaded kidnapping

suspect when he shot at them.

Executive Force Review pending.

021557

10/31/06

M

Deputies responded to active

shooter.  Deputies returned fire.

Investigation pending.

021556

10/30/06

S

Deputies sought to detain a

pedestrian and ended up in a

protracted struggle to subdue him. 

He lost consciousness after being

taken into custody, and later died at

the hospital. 

Homicide investigation is complete. 

Administrative investigation is pending.

Lawsuit by family is

pending.

District Attorney

rejected the case in June

of ‘07.

021546

10/24/06

I

Subject failed to report to work and

failed to receive authorization to take

either day off.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate after OIR input

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded. Combines with other

investigations and

discharged.

Imposed.  Appealed

to Civil Service

Commission.
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021545

10/24/06

I

While off duty, subject allegedly

brandished a firearm at a taxi driver

while driving.  While on duty, subject

allegedly stopped same taxi driver

and intimidated him. 

Investigation: Thorough after additional

investigation suggested by OIR.

Charges: Appropriate after OIR input

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded. Combined with other

investigations and

discharged.

Imposed.  Appealed

to Civil Service

Commission.

D.A. declined to file

charges.

021544

10/23/06

B

Inmate Death - Gastro Intestinal

Bleeding & Lymphoma

Investigation pending - discussed with unit

commander.

021543

10/19/06

JU

Deputy Involved Hit Shooting.

Deputy shot suspect at the

conclusion of a foot pursuit when the

suspect turned and pointed a

handgun at the deputy.

Homicide investigation and review by the

District Attorney are pending.

021541

10/15/06

S

Deputies were fired upon while

attempting to serve an arrest

warrant, and shot back to defend

themselves.  Suspect, who was not

hit, was later arrested by Special

Enforcement deputies who

responded to the scene.

Case was presented to the Executive

Force Review Committee in April of ‘07. 

Panel determined that the force was

reasonable and in policy.  OIR

concurred.  No further action required. 

021540

10/13/06

S

Deputy Involved Hit Shooting.

Off-duty deputy shot suspect as he

forced his way into the deputy’s

residence.

Homicide investigation is pending.
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021539

10/10/06

R

Inmate Death - Suicide. Investigation pending.

021532

10/08/06

I

Subject allegedly misrepresented

herself in order to improperly carry a

weapon on board a commercial

airline flight.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: No OIR concurrence

Founded. 15 day suspension. Grievance denied. 

Appealed to Civil

Service Commission.

021530

10/08/06

B

Whether inmate’s medical charts

contained pages listing her residential

care medications and, if so, whether

any medical staff who attended to

inmate failed to review the inmate’s

medication information before

treating her.  Inmate, who suffered

from seizures and other medical and

mental health conditions, died in

custody.

Pending completion of the investigation or

review.

021525

10/03/06

R

Inmate Suicide - Inmate was

discovered by a Custody Assistant

hanging from a tree.

Pending administrative investigation.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: N/A because case inactivated

because no identifiable subjects.  OIR

concurred with this conclusion because

no apparent violation of existing

policies or procedures.  OIR conferred

with Department on changes in facility

procedures and physical plant, which

are currently under way.

Discipline: N/A
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021524

09/27/06

I

Deputy allegedly shot a transient

while attempting to serve an eviction

notice.  

Pending presentation to Executive

Force Review Committee.

021523

09/22/06

I

Deputy allegedly altered a search

warrant to indicate it was endorsed

for night service after magistrate

judge signed it.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate after OIR input.

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence 

Founded for Obedience to Laws,

Regulations and Orders; False Statements;

False Information in Records.

30 day suspension. Grievance denied. 

Appealed to Civil

Service Commission.

D.A. declined to file

charges.

021521

09/26/06

JU

A juvenile who was enrolled in a

Sheriff’s youth program, was carried

to her mother’s car at the conclusion

of the physical training.  The juvenile

began to vomit and she was

transported to a hospital with a 106

degree temperature and suffering

from heat stroke.  

Investigation: Thorough 

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurs

Discipline: OIR recommended more

substantial discipline due to the serious

nature of performance failures.

Founded for General Behavior; Conduct

Towards Others; Performance to

Standards.

(1) 3 day suspension.

(2) 1 day suspension.

(3) 1 day suspension.

Subjects (1) and (3)

did not file

grievances and

discipline was

imposed. 

Subject (2) filed an

appeal with the

Employee Relations

Commission. 

Arbitration is

pending.

021519

09/16/06

S

Deputy, with a ride-along, became

involved in a vehicle pursuit that

ended when the suspect stopped his

car, “fired” a fake gun at deputies,

and ran for cover.  The deputy

returned fire, wounding the suspect.

Case was presented to the Executive

Force Review Committee in June of ‘07. 

Panel determined that the force was

justified and in policy.  OIR concurred. 

No further action required.

D.A. rejected the case in

March of ‘07.

021516

09/14/06

S

Deputies were socializing

together off-duty; one of them

got in a fight at a restaurant and

the others became involved as

well.  Police from another

agency broke up the fight and

eventually named two of the

deputies as suspects.

Administrative investigation is

complete.  Final resolution is pending.

D.A. rejected the case in

February of ‘07 based on

insufficient evidence.
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021514

09/14/06

I

Deputy arrested for alleged Driving

Under the Influence and involved in a

solo accident.

Resolved through settlement

agreement.

Founded for Obedience to Laws. 10 day suspension. Pled guilty to violation of

driving under the influence.

021509

09/14/06

I

Deputy arrested for alleged Driving

Under the Influence with a collision.  

Investigation: Appropriate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded. 20 day suspension. Grievance pending. Pled nolo contendre to

violation of driving under

the influence.

021508

09/14/06

R

Four off-duty deputies were involved

in an argument with a man in a bar. 

One of the deputies punched the

man, causing head injuries.  The

deputies left the scene and did not

report the incident to their

supervisor.

Pending administrative investigation. D.A. Declined to file criminal

charges.

021507

09/14/06

R

Allegation that deputy battered

girlfriend.

Investigation: Sufficient

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR did not agree with initial

recommendation that there was

sufficient evidence for discharge but

concurred with eventual LASD decision

on findings and discipline.

Discipline: OIR concurred.

Founded for General Behavior. 5 days suspension

pursuant to

settlement

agreement.

No criminal filing.

021503

09/14/06

I

Subject allegedly committed

misdemeanor battery.

Investigation pending. Criminal charges dismissed.
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021502

09/14/06

I

Deputy allegedly brought laptop in to

jail and allowed inmate to use it.

Investigation complete, pending

decision. 

021500

09/14/06

R

Deputy 1 used unreasonable force by

repeatedly punching a seated inmate

in the head while deputy 2 looked

on.  Then both deputies made false

statements to supervisors and

investigators.

Investigation:  Thorough

Charges:  Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurred

Discipline: OIR concurred re Deputy 1 and, in

light of mitigating factors, re Deputy 2.

Deputy 1: Founded for Unreasonable

Force, False Statements to a Supervisor

and False Statements to an investiator.

Deputy 2: Founded for Performance to

Standards–failure to intervene in

unreasonable force; failure to observe

accurately. 

Deputy 1: Discharge.

Deputy 2: 5 Days

suspension.

Appeal filed by

Deputy  1.

021499

09/14/06

B

In-Custody death. Pending investigation - discussed with unit

commander.

021495

09/07/06

JU

Suspect began running when he saw

involved deputies’ vehicle.  As the

suspect jumped a fence, deputies

saw him holding a handgun.  The

suspect then ran into a backyard,

and the deputies got out of the patrol

car and ran to opposite corners of

the property in an effort to contain

the suspect.  The suspect turned and

pointed his weapon at one deputy,

who fired three rounds.  The suspect

then ran and turned toward the other

corner of the property and raised his

handgun to point at the other

deputy.  That deputy fired eleven

rounds, striking the suspect and

killing him.

Homicide investigation and review by the

District Attorney are pending.
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021490

08/13/06

JU

Inmate Suicide - Inmate fashioned a

bed sheet into a noose and hung

himself in his cell.  

Inmate Death Review convened on

12/12/06.  Unit level investigation is pending.

021487

08/24/06

M

Deputies 1, 2, 3 and 4 alleged to

have (1) failed to follow proper

reporting procedures when reporting

a force incident, made false

statements to supervisors during an

inquiry into incident; and (2) made

false statements in report.  Sergeant

1 and 2 and Lieutenant alleged to

have failed to (1) thoroughly and

properly review two use of force

packages; (2) failed to identify

discrepancies in such documentation

and (3) failed to properly supervise

deputies to ensure duties performed

appropriately.

Investigation:  Adequate

Charges:  Appropriate

Findings:  OIR concurrance

Disipline:  OIR concurrance

Deputies (1-4): Unfounded.

Sergeant (1):  Founded for failing to

conduct sufficient force investigation.

Sergeant (2):  Founded for failing to

identify discrepancies in force

investigation.

Lieutenant:  Founded for failing to identify

discrepancies in force investigation.

Deputies (1-4):  N/A

Sergeant (1): 15 day

suspension.

Sergeant (2):  5 day

suspension.

Lieutenant: 12 day

suspension.

Sergeant 1:  Per

settlement agreement,

discipline reduced to 8

days.

Sergeant 2:  Per

settlement agreement, 

Discipline reduced to

written reprimand.

021485

08/31/06

R

Deputy allegedly went to the

complainant’s home uninvited  on

two occasions for the purposes of

seducing her.

Investigation: Sufficient

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurs

Discipline: N/A

Unresolved for General Behavior and

Performance of Duty.

N/A

021484

07/27/06

I

Inmate died while in station lock up. 

Subject custody assistant and deputy

allegedly did not follow procedures

for proper handling and monitoring of

inmate.

Investigation complete, pending

decision.
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021483

07/05/06

I

Inmate died of apparent natural

causes.

Pending investigation and presentation at

Death Review.

021482

08/28/06

I

Deputies responding to a call for

service regarding a man with a gun,

shot the suspect.

Pending investigation and presentation

to Executive Force Review Committee.

D.A. declined to file

charges.

021481

08/27/06

I

Deputy responding to a call regarding

a stolen vehicle, was shot at by

suspect and shot suspect.

Pending investigation and D.A. review.

021480

08/23/06

I

Deputies responded to a call

regarding an armed robbery.  One of

the responding deputies shot one

suspect.

Pending presentation to Executive

Force Review.

D. A. declined to file

charges.

021478

08/01/06

M

Deputies involved in vehicle pursuit. 

Deputy 1 attempted to deploy spike

strip.  Deputy 2 fired at suspect as

suspect steered away from spike

strip.  Suspect deceased.

Executive Force Review Committee

found shooting to be in policy. 

Committee found that Deputy 1

violated policy involving spike strip

deployment for failure to safely deploy

the spike strip.  Committee determined

that Deputy 2 should be debriefed on

incident in order to address LASD policy

on shooting at moving vehicles. 

Training Division requested to report

back with regard to training on spike

strip deployment.   OIR concurred.

Founded: violation of road strip

deployment policy.

Written reprimand.
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021473

08/06/06

M

Alleged inappropriate treatment of

confidential information.

Investigation pending.

021472

08/06/06

B

Subject physician and Subject nurse

failed to order and/or detect the

failure to order all medical

procedures for an inmate 55 years or

older as required under established

Department protocols for such

inmates 55 years and over.

Investigation pending.

021471

08/06/06

B

During a medical screening during

which an inmate was determined to

have several medical conditions,

Subject nurse failed to order two

appropriate medical procedures for

the inmate.  Several weeks later the

inmate died.

Pending the completion of the investigation.

021469

08/06/06

I

Deputies allegedly submitted false

report regarding arrest.  Arrest

allegedly made outside patrol area.

Investigation: Thorough after

additional work requested by OIR and

unit. 

Charges: Appropriate after input from

OIR and Advocacy. 

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for General Behavior, False

Statements, Performance to

Standards.

Deputy 1: Bonus

Removal.

Deputy 2: Bonus

Removal.

Grievances pending. D.A. declined to file

charges.

021467

08/06/06

R

Performance to Standards

Evidence Handling.  Professional staff

member failed to complete reports

and process evidence, is habitually

late and absent.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurred 

Discipline: OIR concurred

Founded on all charges. Discharge.
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021460

08/03/06

I

Custody Assistant allegedly left post

without being properly relieved.  

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate after OIR input

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded. 5 day suspension. Grievance pending.

021459

07/29/06

M

High speed chase after alleged bank

robber.  Off-duty detective

followed suspects at high rate of

speed with eight year old son. 

Suspect stopped vehicle and alighted

from car. Deputy fired after suspect

reached for weapon on the ground. 

Suspect not hit.  Sergeant and

Lieutenant responded to scene.

Executive Force Review Committee

determined shooting was in policy. 

Committee determined that off-duty

detective violated policy by

endangering himself and son when

choosing to follow armed suspects at a

high rate of speed.  Committee found

that Sergeant violated policy by his

failure to maintain crime scene

integrity and his failure to timely notify

Sheriff’s Communications Center and

watch commander of the deputy-

involved shooting.  Lieutenant to be

debriefed by Captain on deputy

involved shootings and crime scene

integrity.  OIR concurred.   

Detective and Sergeant founded for

violation of Performance to

Standards.

Detective: written

reprimand.

Sergeant: written

reprimand.

021457

07/25/06

Ju

Prohibited Association

Use of Communications Equipment 

Permissible Use

Obedience to Laws, Regulations and

Orders

General Behavior

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for General Behavior, Obedience

to Laws, Regulations and Orders, and

Confidential Information.

15 day suspension. Pending Civil Service

Hearing.  

A hearing has been

granted, but no date

has been set.

021456

07/21/06

I

Deputies responded to a call of a

woman in a parking lot with a gun. 

Deputies attempted to contain and

have woman drop gun.  She allegedly

pointed gun at deputies.  Deputies

fired and struck woman.

Pending investigation and D.A. review.
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021454

07/20/06

B

Subject nurse failed to enter medical

information in an inmate’s medical

chart and failed to refer the inmate

to a specialist.  The inmate died in

custody.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: N/A

Unfounded as to Performance to

Standards. 

N/A

021453

07/18/06

R

Inmate committed suicide by

hanging.  Possible failure by module

personnel to do inmate welfare

checks.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurs

Discipline: OIR concurs

Deputies CA, 3, 4 & 5: Founded for

Performance to Standards and

Obedience to Laws and Orders.

Deputies 1, 2 & Sergeant: Unfounded

for all charges.

Deputies CA, 3, 4 &

5: 10 days

suspension.

Deputies 1, 2 &

Sergeant: N/A

021438

06/27/06

M

Deputy Involved Hit Shooting. 

Sergeant and deputy observe suspect

on bike.  Suspect fires at LASD

personnel who return fire.  Suspect

runs to house and is later observed

to have gunshot wound to leg.

Executive Force Review Committee

found shooting to be in policy.  OIR

concurred.

021437

06/26/06

M

Deputy Involved Non-Hit Shooting. 

Sergeant and deputy follow suspect

who eventually rams radio car. 

Deputy fires at suspect who then

drives away.

Case presented to Executive Force Review

Committee.  Panel found shooting in policy. 

Panel/OIR recommended deputy receive

three 8 hour CPT training sessions.  OIR

concurred.

Panel confirmed that deputy was sent

to training.
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021432

06/11/06

R

Man suspected of drug use died

shortly after being handcuffed in the

field and placed on the ground. 

There was a brief struggle involving

minimal force during the arrest.

Pending Executive Force Review.

021428

06/13/06

M

Deputy Involved Hit Shooting. 

Deputies in pursuit of suspect who

strikes radio cars several times. 

Suspect deceased.

Investigation pending.

021422

06/05/06

B

Deputies received a radio call

regarding a theft in progress at a

store.  When the deputies arrived,

the suspect, who had been placing

merchandise in his car at an exit of

the store, ran into the store.  On

foot, the deputies pursued the

suspect through the store and then a

residential area.  After losing sight of

the suspect, the deputies continued

their movement through the

residential streets.  Subject Deputy

heard a woman scream from inside a

nearby residence.  The suspect then

came out of the residence and had

control of a woman.  The woman

was either released or broke free,

and Subject Deputy ordered the

suspect to the ground.  Initially, the

suspect complied; however, while

Subject Deputy pointed his weapon

at the suspect, the suspect got up

from the ground and began to run

away from Subject Deputy.  Subject

Deputy fired two rounds, and one

round hit the suspect in the buttocks. 

Subject Deputy then took the suspect

into custody.  

Pending presentation of the matter to the

Executive Force Review Committee.
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021421

06/04/06

B

In response to a service call involving

an attempted suicide and a man with

a gun, Subject Deputy responded

alone to a residence and contacted

the occupants.  Several members of

the family indicated that the suspect

was upset, armed with a firearm and

at nearby park.  Subject Deputy went

to the park and returned to the

residence.  Upon Subject Deputy's

return to the residence, the suspect

was near the residence and had the

firearm in his hand.  Subject Deputy

issued verbal commands for the

suspect to put down his weapon. 

The suspect failed to comply with

those commands and pointed the

weapon at Subject Deputy.  Subject

Deputy fired two rounds from his

service weapon, and the suspect fell

immediately to the ground.  While on

the ground, the suspect fatally shot

himself.

Case was presented to the Executive

Force Review Committee on 06/14/07,

and the Committee concluded that the

force used was within Department

policy.  OIR concurred with the

Committee’s policy conclusion.

021420

06/04/06

Ju

Deputy used force to subdue a

recalcitrant inmate, resulting in two

broken ribs to the inmate.

Executive Force Review Committee met on

3/27/07.  

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Deputy (1): founded for Performance to

Standards (violation of Division policy on

handling potentially violent inmates).

Deputies (2), (3), and (4): founded for

Performance to Standards (failing to

communicate and failing to come to the aid

of a fellow deputy involved in a fight).

Deputy (1): 3 day

suspension.

Deputy (2): 1 day

suspension.

Deputy (3): 1 day

suspension.

Deputy (4): 1 day

suspension.

Deputies (1) and (3)

did not grieve and

discipline was

imposed. 

Grievances pending

for Deputies (2) and

(4).
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021417

06/04/06

B

Subject Nurses may have failed to

provide adequate and timely medical

treatment to an inmate patient or

may have failed to document the

provision of the medical treatment. 

The inmate patient died while in

county jail.

Pending completion of the investigation.

021415

06/04/06

R

Obedience to Laws, Regulations and

Orders

After off-duty confrontation with

pedestrians, deputy may have

slapped one man and retrieved gun

from his car.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR did not concur

Discipline: OIR did not concur and has

recommended focused training and

counseling.

Founded for General Behavior and

Derogatory Language.  Unresolved for

Obedience to Laws and unreasonable

force.  

3 days suspension. Suspension reduced

to 1 day after

grievance.

D.A. reject.

Civil suit filed.

021405

05/18/06

M

Suspect shot at patrol car.  Deputy in

patrol car returned fire.  Suspect not

hit.

Executive Force Review Committee

concluded shooting was in policy.  OIR

concurred.  Committee ordered training for

shooter deputy and two additional involved

deputies.  OIR concurred.  

Committee confirmed training received

by deputies.

021403

01/2006

I

Subject civilian employee allegedly

committed workers compensation

fraud.

OIR concurrence. Founded for Obedience to Laws. Discharge. Appealed to Civil

Service.

Pled nolo contendre to two

felony counts of workers

compensation fraud.

021402

03/10/06

M

Deputy Involved Hit Shooting. 

Suspect runs from deputies and

points handgun at them causing

deputies to fire.

Executive Force Review Committee

concluded shooting was in policy. 

Committee concluded that deputy (1) and

deputy (2) violated foot pursuit policy and

that deputy (1) violated Department’s

Performance to Standards policy.

Deputy 1: Founded for violation of foot

pursuit policy and Performance to

Standards.

Deputy 2: Founded for violation of foot

pursuit policy.

Deputy 1: 3 day

suspension.

Deputy 2: 1 day

suspension.

Deputy 1: Per

settlement

agreement,

discipline modified

to 2 day suspension

with 1 day held in

abeyance.

Deputy 2: Imposed.
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021397

04/25/06

M

Deputy Involved Hit Shooting. 

Deputies and Sergeant respond to

domestic violence call and upon

attempt to gain entry, suspect points

weapon at them.  Deputies fire and

suspect deceased.

 

Investigation pending.

021396

04/30/06

M

Deputy alleged to have not followed

vehicle pursuit policy, Lieutenant

alleged to have not properly

supervised pursuit.

Investigation:  Adequate

Changes:  Appropriate

Findings:  OIR concurred

Discipline:  OIR concurred

Lieutenant:  Founded for failing to

discontinue vehicle pursuit.

Deputy:  Founded for failing to terminate

vehicle pursuit.

Lieutenant:  5 day

suspension.

Deputy:  4 day

suspension.

Deputy: Per settlement

agreement, discipline

modified to written

reprimand.

021386

04/28/06

S

Deputies heard gunfire while waiting

at an intersection and ended up

encountering two suspects, one of

whom was armed.  One suspect

surrendered, the other was wounded

by deputy fire and was later caught

in a containment.

Administrative review is pending. District Attorney

rejected the case in June

of ‘07.

021385

04/19/06

M

Deputy shot suspect after the

suspect attempted to run him down

while driving in reverse.

Executive Force Review Committee

found shooting to be in policy. 

Committee found deputy violated policy

by failing to request backup or

broadcast before attempting a felony

stop, failing to safely advance on the

suspect and attempting to extract the

suspect from the vehicle with his gun

out.  OIR concurred.

Violation of Performance to

Standards policy.

2 day suspension.

021376

04/04/06

R

Deputy arrested for drunk driving. Pending administrative investigation.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurs in view of lack of

driving pattern and low blood alcohol. 

Discipline: OIR concurs

Founded for General Behavior. 5 days suspension. D.A. filed three moving

violations.  Subject pled no

contest to all counts. 

Received a fine.
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021375

04/04/06

B

Four Subject Staff Nurses and two

Subject Physicians did not follow

acceptable medical care procedures

in treating an inmate patient who

suffered a series of seizures over

several days.  On more than one

occasion, the Subject Staff Nurses

failed to follow protocol and refer the

inmate patient to a doctor or advise

the on-call physician of the inmate

patient's condition.  

Investigation pending - discussed with unit

commander.

021363

03/20/06

B

After pulling over a car whose

registered owner had a felony

warrant and after beginning to

search the suspect, who was a

passenger in the car, Subject Deputy

(2) became involved in an altercation

with the suspect.  When the suspect

broke free and began running away,

Subject Deputy (2) chased the

suspect and tackled him.  As the

suspect began fighting with Subject

Deputy (2), he fired several rounds

at Subject Deputies (1) and (2).  

Subject Deputy (1) returned several

rounds of fire at the suspect, and the

suspect was struck by several rounds

and then handcuffed.  Subject

Deputies (1) and (2) sustained

gunshot wounds.

Case is pending presentation to Executive

Force Review Committee.

021354

03/03/06

I

Deputy allegedly filed a false police

report.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: OIR suggested additional charge

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Obedience to Laws,

Regulations and Orders; Performance to

Standards; Duties of all Members; False

Information in Records.

Discharge. Appeal to Civil Service.

021351

03/03/06

R          

Subject deputy alleged to have

stalked a female.

Administrative investigation pending. D.A. reject.
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021349

03/03/06

B

Subject Physician and Subject Senior

Nurse failed to take appropriate

medical action, and inmate died.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Subject Physician: Founded as to: (1)

Obedience to Laws, Regulations and

Orders; and (2) Performance to

Standards.

Subject Nurse: Founded as to: (1)

Obedience to Laws, Regulations and

Orders; and (2) Performance to

Standards.

Subject Physician: 1

day suspension.

Subject Nurse: 1 day

suspension.

Subject Physician:

Letter of intent

issued on 5/22/07.

Subject Nurse: 

Letter of imposition

issued on 5/24/07.

021348

03/03/06

R

Civilian employee pulled over while

riding in a car with a known gang

member and lies to law enforcement

officer about identity of driver. 

Employee had previously been

ordered to stay away from the gang

member.

Investigation thorough.

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurs 

Discipline: OIR concurred after

reaching an agreement with Sheriff

that discharge was the appropriate,

consistent and proportionate discipline.

Founded for Prohibited Association,

Obstructing an Investigation, False

Statements to a Supervisor and Disorderly

Conduct.

Subject employee

resigned in lieu of

discharge.

021336

02/16/06

J

The deputies were attempting to

detain two individuals that

subsequently went into a foot

pursuit.  When one of the males

produced a sawed-off shotgun and

pointed it at the subjects, they fired

multiple rounds striking both males.   

    

Executive Force Review Committee met

on 4/12/07 and determined force was

within policy.  OIR concurred.

021333

02/21/06

J

Sheriff’s Youth deputy alleged to

have authorized payment of tutors

when the facility was closed.

Case inactivated because subject deputy

went out on medical leave.  Will be

reactivated upon subject deputy’s return to

work.
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021327

02/21/06

R

Deputies detain and attempt to use

taser on indigent man causing a

disturbance.  Sergeant releases

suspect, fails to report incident 

accurately, discards taser cartridge

and fails to obtain medical attention

or clearance for the detainee. 

Deputies fail to document the

incident.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurs

Discipline: OIR concurs

Sergeant: Founded for obedience to

regulations and orders, Failure to

supervise, Obstructing an investigation,

Safeguarding persons in custody, Evidence

handling, Failure to report and False

information in reports.

Deputy 6: Founded for Failure to report

and obedience to rules and orders.

Deputy 2: Founded for Performance to

standards.

Other deputies unfounded for obedience to

rules and orders and for Failure to report.

Sergeant: Demotion.

Deputy 2: 1 Day

suspension.

Deputy 6: 2 Days

suspension.

Deputies 1, 3, 4, 5, 7:

N/A

Sergeant has filed civil

service appeal.

021319

02/13/06

J

The subject, a supervisor, allegedly

submitted inaccurate overtime slips

and made false statements when

attempting to explain/defend his

actions.

Investigation: Thorough.  IAB was very

responsive to OIR’s request for further

evidence gathering.

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence, after meeting

with Chief in which OIR’s initial

recommendations were discussed and

revisited.

Founded for obedience to Laws,

Regulations and Orders, and Performance

to Standards; Unresolved for false

information.

7 day suspension. Pursuant to a

settlement

agreement,

suspension reduced

to 5 days with all 5

days held in

abeyance for 1 year.

021308

01/23/06

Ju

The subject allegedly filed a

false police report and

committed perjury during a

criminal trial.

Investigation pending. D.A. declined to file

charges.

021303

01/23/06

M

Subject professional employee

allegedly visited inmates at various

state prisons without the permission

of her Unit Commander.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Prohibited Association. Discharge. Civil Service Hearing

pending.
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021294

01/06/06

I

Subject Custody Assistant allegedly

refused to write a report about a

damaged radio in her possession and

allegedly made false statements

regarding damage to the radio.

Investigation: Thorough 

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Obedience to Laws,

Regulations and Orders, Performance to

Standards and Conduct Toward Others. 

Unfounded for False Statements.

6 day suspension. Grievance pending.

021273

12/02/05

R

Jail Deputies used unreasonable

force on uncooperative inmate, then

placed him in cell without reporting

incident or seeking medical attention.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurs

Discipline: OIR concurs 

Deputies 1, 2 & 3: Founded for Obedience

to Laws, Regulations and Orders, Failure to

Safeguard Prisoners and Failure to Report

Force.

Deputy 1: Founded for False Statements

and Performance to Standards.

Deputy 4: Founded for Obedience to Laws,

Regulations and Orders and Failure to

Report Force.

Deputies 5 & 6: Founded for Obedience to

Laws, Regulations and Orders.

Deputy 1: Discharge

Deputy 2:

15 days suspension.

Deputy 3: 

15 days suspension.

Deputy 4: 

10 day suspension.

Deputy 5: 

5 days suspension.

Deputy 6:

5 days suspension.

Deputy 5: After

grievance, suspension

rescinded and case

inactivated as to this

deputy because of

statute of limitations.

Deputies 1, 2 and 4

Appeals pending.

Deputy 3:

Suspension reduced

to 10 days after

grievance.

D.A. declined to file

charges.

021251

10/19/05

I

Deputy allegedly disobeyed order to

stay away from individual who had

made a complaint of stalking, which

was currently under investigation. 

Deputy allegedly engaged in

inappropriate/ disorderly behavior

with outside law enforcement and his

supervisors.

Investigation: Thorough after additional

investigation requested by OIR.

Charges: Incomplete

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded. 25 day suspension. Grievance denied. 

Appealed to Civil

Service.

021230

09/27/05

M/JU

County Employee and his girlfriend,

ex-girlfriend of subject deputy, allege

deputy has stalked them and

accessed department computers to

obtain information about him.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for General Behavior, Obedience

to laws, Regulations and Orders, and

Conduct Toward Others.

Discharge. Civil Service

proceedings stayed

pending subject’s

application for disability

retirement.

021221

09/08/05

M

Numerous deputies fired at suspect

after  he shot his wife and then fired

on the deputies during a containment

of his residence.  Suspect deceased.

Executive Force Review Committee

determined shooting was in policy.  OIR

concurred.  At OIR’s behest, committee

requested Training Division review

policy regarding responsibility for

loading of shotguns.  
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021198

08/31/05

I

Subject allegedly stalked his ex-

girlfriend, sent her derogatory e-

mails, vandalized her vehicle and

used department e-mail to converse

with the complainant on personal

matters that were non-department

related.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate after additional charge.

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for General Behavior, Use of

Computer Equipment.

15 day suspension. Grievance denied. 

Appealed to Civil

Service.

021185

08/12/05

R

Deputy alleged to have coached

daughter’s softball team while on

duty or out sick.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurs

Discipline: OIR concurs

Founded for General Behavior;

Performance to Standards; Use of county

vehicles; False information in reports.

15 days suspension. Following grievance,

suspension reduced

to 11 days.

021177

08/04/05

R

While on duty, during a traffic stop,

the deputy caused a female motorist

to orally copulate him.  Additionally,

subsequent search of the deputy’s

locker, revealed steroids and

syringes.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Obedience to Laws,

Regulations and Orders; Immoral Behavior

and Performance to Standards.

Discharge. Civil Service  Appeal

hearing ongoing.

D.A. declined to file

charges.

Civil Suit pending.

021141

06/29/05

S

Sergeant, with a history of founded

misconduct cases since his

promotion, allegedly mistreated a

deputy during a dispute over the

legality of an arrest made by the

deputy.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Manner of Exercising

Authority and Relations with Subordinates.

Based on lengthy

history of relevant

policy violations,

demotion.

Civil Service appeal is

pending.

021136

01/07/04

I

Custody Assistant allegedly used

unreasonable force on a

detainee.

Investigation: Adequate but unduly

delayed.

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Performance to

Standards and Unreasonable Force.

5 day suspension. Pursuant to

settlement

agreement, 1 day

held in abeyance.
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021112

06/01/05

Ju

While on duty, Subject Deputy used

excessive or unreasonable force and

perjured himself.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurred

Discipline: OIR concurred

Founded. Discharge. Grievance is

pending.

D.A. filed assault under the

color of authority, Penal

Code section 149, and

perjury charges against

Subject Deputy.  Perjury

charge was dismissed.  On

11/7/06, Deputy pled guilty

to one misdemeanor count

of assault under color of

authority.  Sentenced to 18

months summary probation,

community service, and

anger management

program.

021111

05/29/05

R

Deputies called to the scene of man

threatening neighbors and behaving

erratically, and are charged by

suspect with knives.  They attempt to

use taser, then shoot suspect fatally. 

Suspect’s relative also wounded.

Executive Force Review panel found that

supervisor at scene failed to deploy

resources properly or to protect public

adequately.  Unit Commander, OIR

concurred.

Discipline: OIR concurred.

Founded for Performance to Standards for

Tactics and Supervision.

10 Days suspension. Following grievance

suspension reduced

to 6 days.

D.A. declined to file

charges.
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021101

05/09/05

I

At conclusion of a pursuit, deputies

shot at driver.  One deputy and

driver injured.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Case presented to Executive Force Review

Committee on June 8, 2005.  Executive

Force Review Committee recommended

certain founded charges and discipline.

Deputy (1): Founded for Performance to

Standards, Vehicle Operation and Tactics,

Obedience to Laws, Regulations and

Orders.  Unfounded for Unreasonable

Force, Use of Firearms and Deadly Force.

Deputy (2): Founded for Performance to

Standards, Vehicle Operation and Tactics,

Obedience to Laws, Regulations and

Orders.  Unfounded for Unreasonable

Force, Use of Firearms and Deadly Force.

Deputy (3): Founded for Performance to

Standards, Vehicle Operation and Tactics,

Obedience to Laws, Regulations and

Orders.  Unfounded for Unreasonable

Force , Use of Firearms and Deadly Force.

Deputy (4):   Founded for Performance to

Standards, Vehicle Operations and Tactics,

Obedience to Laws, Regulations and

Orders.  Unresolved for Unreasonable

Force, Use of Firearms and Deadly Force.

Deputy (5): Founded for Performance to

Standards, Vehicle Operation and Tactics,

Obedience to Laws, Regulations and

Orders, Control of a Pursuit.

Deputy (1): Written

Reprimand.

Deputy (2): 3 day

suspension.

Deputy (3): 3 day

suspension.

Deputy (4): 5 day

suspension.

Deputy (5): 15 day

suspension.

Deputy (6): 3 day

suspension.

Deputy (7): 5 day

suspension.

Deputy (8): 10 day

suspension.

Deputy (9): 3 day

suspension.

Deputy (10): 7 day

suspension.

Deputy (11): 5 day

suspension.

Deputy (12): Written

Reprimand.

Sergeant: 10 day

suspension.

All personnel, except

Deputy (1) filed

grievances.

Deputy (2): Pursuant to

settlement agreement,

reduced to 2 day

suspension.  OIR

concurred.

Deputy (3): Pursuant to

settlement agreement,

reduced to 2 day

suspension.  OIR

concurred.

Deputy (4): Pursuant to

settlement agreement,

reduced to 3 day

suspension.  OIR

concurred.

Deputy (5): Pursuant to

settlement agreement,

reduced to 12 day

suspension.  OIR

concurred.

Deputy (6): Pursuant to

settlement agreement,

reduced to 2 day 

suspension.  OIR

concurred.

Civil Claim filed for property

damage.

Civil Claim filed by driver.

Lawsuit filed by driver.
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021101

05/09/05

I

At conclusion of a pursuit, deputies

shot at driver.  One deputy and

driver injured.

*Continued from previous entry*

Deputy (6): Founded for Performance to

Standards, Vehicle Operation and Tactics,

Obedience to Laws, Regulations and

Orders.  Unfounded for Unreasonable

Force, Use of Firearms and Deadly Force.

Deputy (7): Founded for Performance to

Standards, Vehicle Operation and Tactics,

Obedience to Laws, Regulations and

Orders.  Unresolved for Unreasonable

Force, Use of Firearms and Deadly Force.

Deputy (8): Founded for Performance to

Standards, Vehicle Operation and Tactics,

Obedience to Laws, Regulations and

Orders. 

Deputy (9): Founded for Performance to

Standards, Vehicle Operation and Tactics,

Obedience to Laws, Regulations and

Orders.  Unfounded for unreasonable

Force, Use of Firearms and Deadly Force.

*Continued from

previous entry*

Deputy (7): Pursuant

to settlement

agreement reduced

to 3 day suspension,

1 in abeyance and

charge made more

generic.  OIR

objected to these

terms being more

favorable than those

given to other

deputies during

settlement.
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021101

05/09/05

I

At conclusion of a pursuit, deputies

shot at driver.  One deputy and

driver injured.

*Continued from previous entry*

Deputy (10): Founded for Performance to

Standards, Vehicle Operation and Tactics,

Obedience to Laws, Regulations and

Orders.  Unresolved for Unreasonable

Force, Use of Firearms and Deadly Force.

Deputy (11): Founded for Conduct Toward

Others, Derogatory Language, and

Performance to Standards.

Deputy (12): Founded for Obedience to

Laws, Regulations and Orders, Control of

Pursuit.

Sergeant: Founded for Performance to

Standards.

*Continued from

previous entry*

Deputy (8): Pursuant to

settlement agreement,

reduced to 6 day

suspension.  OIR

concurred.

Deputy (9): Pursuant to

settlement agreement,

reduced to 2 day

suspension.  OIR

concurred.  

Deputy (10): Pursuant

to settlement

agreement, reduced to

5 day suspension.  OIR

concurred.

Deputy (11): Pursuant

to settlement

agreement, reduced to

3 day suspension.  OIR

concurred.
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021101

05/09/05

I 

At conclusion of a pursuit, deputies

shot at driver.  One deputy and

driver injured.

*Continued from

previous entry*

Deputy (12): Grievance

granted, changed to

unfounded.  OIR was

not consulted in

violation of protocol and

OIR does not concur in

result.  

Sergeant: Appealed to

Civil Service.

021091

05/04/05

J

Deputy allegedly conducted a

criminal investigation and arrested

his then girlfriend’s ex-husband. 

Subject also allegedly used

department communications for

personal reasons to find information

about ex-husband.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: Appropriate

Discipline: OIR disagreed.  Due to

appearance of impropriety, appearance to

lack of integrity, and subjecting department

to potential civil liability, OIR recommended

at least 15 day suspension.

Founded as to General Behavior and use of

Communications Equipment.

7 days suspension. Pending Civil Service

hearing.

Hearing dates have

been set for

10/30/07 and

11/1/07.

021075

04/20/05

S

Allegation #1:  

Subject allegedly used inappropriate

comments to a subordinate while he

was requesting back-up.

Allegation #2: 

Subject allegedly was not available to

assist field deputies during a

structure fire call, when it was

believed that someone was trapped

inside the burning structure.   

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for: Manner of Exercising

Authority and Conduct Toward Others.

25 days suspension. Civil Service Commission

upheld the Department’s

discipline in June of ‘07.

021009

12/28/04

R

DUI suspect alleged that deputy had

her check into motel in lieu of arrest

and later visited her and made

inappropriate advances.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Performance to Standards,

General Behavior, False Statements and

False Information in Records.

Discharge imposed. Civil Service Appeal

Hearing on going.

D.A. declined to file

charges.
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020976

11/16/04

J

It is alleged Subject unlawfully

arrested complainant for possessing

narcotics for sales during the service

of a search warrant.  Subject alleges

the complainant possessed the

narcotics; however, other deputy

alleges that an informant actually

possessed these narcotics.

Investigation: Adequate

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to Obedience to Laws; General

Behavior; Tampering with Evidence; False

Statements; Obstructing an Investigation;

Performance to Standards; Duties of all

members and Use of Informants.

Discharge. Civil Service

Commission

overturned the

discharge and

ordered the

Department to

reinstate the deputy.

D.A. filed charges for False

Arrest.  Jury rendered not

guilty verdict.

020896

07/18/04

M

Deputy involved off-duty shooting

following a vehicle pursuit.  Deputy

pursued suspect vehicle in his private

vehicle after colliding with the

suspect vehicle.  Deputy fired at

unarmed suspect.

Executive Force Review Committee

determined that shooting was not in policy

and tactics violated policy as well.  OIR

concurred.

Founded for Use of Unreasonable Force

and Performance to Standards.

15 day suspension. Grievance denied.

Pending appeal to

Employee Relations

Commission.

020859

06/28/04

J

An outside law enforcement agency

arrested Subject Deputy for Driving

Under the Influence.

Subject resigned from Department.

020858

07/07/04

M

Subject allowed unlicensed and

under the influence driver to operate

vehicle.  Minutes later, driver

involved in a fatal accident resulting

in death of passenger.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Performance to Standards. 15 day suspension. Department denied

Grievance.

Appeal to Civil Service

pending.

020823

05/27/04

I

Deputy responded to a traffic

collision call where

suspect/complainant was arrested for

Driving Under the Influence.  Some

time after suspect was released,

suspect received approximately ten

telephone calls from deputy checking

up on suspect and attempting to

meet.  Suspect tape recorded the

telephone messages.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate with OIR input

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for violations of  Fraternization;

Prohibited Association; False Statements;

Confidential Information; Obstructing an

Investigation; General Behavio; Conduct

Toward others; Performance to Standards;

Duties of All Members, Court Cases, and

other policies

Discharge. Letter of Intent.

Appealed to Civil

Service.

D.A. declined to file criminal

charges.
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020541

09/12/03

J

Deputy assigned to work with

juveniles sports program established

an inappropriate personal relationship

with a seventeen-year old female. 

On numerous occasions while on

duty and in uniform, deputy made

personal visits to the girl’s home and

place of employment.  Deputy used

his county vehicle and cell phone for

personal use by repeatedly driving

her and calling her.  Deputy allegedly

had sexual intercourse with the

female in his office.  After female

complained, deputy was ordered not

to contact her.  However, deputy

allegedly disobeyed and continued to

do so, and falsified his daily log to

falsely indicate he was at another

location.

Investigation: Thorough

Charges: Appropriate

Findings: LASD concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to Performance to Dut;

Performance to Standards; General

Behavior; Misappropriation of Property;

Unauthorized Persons in County Vehicle;

Obedience to Laws, Regulations & Orders

Discharge.  Skelly

occurred. No change in

discipline.

Civil Service Hearing

occurred on 2/14/06.    

Continued hearing

dates set for 8/7/07

and 8/10/07.

020420

05/20/03

I

Between May 1, 2001 and August 22,

2001, approximately $3,500 was

stolen from the petty cash drawer. 

In October 2001, after being ordered

not to take any cash at the service

station, a LET allegedly took cash.

Investigation: Adequate, after additional

interviews requested by OIR 

Charges: Appropriate after OIR input

Findings: OIR concurrence

Discipline: OIR concurrence

Law Enforcement Technician:  Founded for

Safeguarding Money and Obedience to

Orders.

Lieutenant:  

Founded for Supervisory Responsibilities.

Community Services Assistant: Founded

for Safeguarding Money and Reporting

Information.

Sergeant:

Unfounded.

Law Enforcement

Technician:

Discharge.

Lieutenant:

7 day suspension.

Community Services

Assistant:

30 day suspension.

Sergeant:

N/A

Law Enforcement

Technician:

Appealed to Civil

Service Commission. 

Civil Service

Commission reinstated

Law Enforcement

Technician and

suspended for 30 days.

Lieutenant:

Modified to 4 day

suspension with 2 days

held in abeyance.

Community Services

Assistant:

Imposed.  Appealed to

Civil Service

Commission.

The D.A. declined to file

criminal charges due to

insufficient evidence.
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020283

07/08/02

I

Deputies approached a vehicle at a

gas station for expired registration. 

The driver admitted to not having a

valid license.  While Deputy (1) spoke

with the driver, Deputy (2) contacted

the passenger, the driver’s teenage

son.  Deputy (2) attempted to detain

the passenger in the backseat of the

patrol car while Deputy (1)

completed his investigation.  At this

point, police officers from a local

police agency arrived.  Deputy (2)

and the officers struggled with the

passenger at the rear of the patrol

car.  Deputy (2) and the officers took

the passenger to the ground,

struggled with him there, and then

handcuffed him.  Meanwhile, Deputy

(1) took the driver to the ground. 

After the passenger was cuffed, he

was lifted off the ground by officers

as captured on videotape.  The

officers of the local police agency are

alleged to have slammed the

passenger into the trunk of the car

and punched him.

Investigation: Adequate.  OIR interacted

frequently with the responsible IAB

investigators to ensure that all allegations

that had been made were addressed by the

investigation.

Charges: Appropriate after OIR input.

Findings: LASD concurrence

Discipline: LASD concurrence

Case presented to Executive Force Review on

03/06/03.

Deputy (1):  

Founded for Performance to Standards for

inadequate observations of events.

Deputy (2):  

Unresolved for Performance to Standards.

Deputy (1):  

10 day suspension.

Deputy (2):  

N/A

Deputy (1): 

Grievance denied, but

discipline reduced to 5

day suspension.  OIR

concurred.  Deputy (1)

has appealed.

Criminal charges were filed

against two of the officers

from the local police

agency.  One officer

acquitted.  Other officer’s

case resulted in mistrial. 

The two deputies have not

been charged.  A civil

lawsuit was filed.
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